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MANAGEMENT
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PRESENTED TO THE NEFMC ON DECEMBER 8TH BY:

TOM BALF, OCEANVEST
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PURPOSE OF THE WORKSHOPS/LISTENING 
SESSIONS

• Hear input from a variety of stakeholders, with focus on questions from fishing 
port communities

• Sessions were designed to cover:
• How EBFM can be used as a tool to assess and manage fisheries in general
• How EBFM potentially could be used to regulate fisheries on Georges Bank

• Goals
• Engage and educate fishery stakeholders
• Help promote EBFM
• Listen to concerns to inform the EBFM MSE Initiative and the design of Deep Dive 

Workshops in 2023



STRUCTURE/FORMAT OF THE SESSIONS

• Designed as a 3-Hour workshop

• Included 3 Core “expert” Presentations
• Introduction to EBFM

• Management Framework and Approach under EBFM

• The Science Behind EBFM

• Expert Presenters from EBFM Committee and PDT

• Facilitator (Oceanvest) to Curate the Conversation/Elicit Input

Alan Tracy Geret DePiper, Ph.D. Jake Kritzer, Ph.D.

Mike Pierdinock Gavin Fay, Ph.D. Michael Sissenwine, Ph.D.

John Pappalardo Andy Applegate



CALENDAR OF WORKSHOPS/LISTENING SESSIONS

Tues. October 25, 2022 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Gloucester, MA

Wed. October 26, 2022 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Portland, ME

Tues. November 1, 2022 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Chatham, MA

Wed. November 2, 2022 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - New Bedford, MA

Tues. November 8, 2022 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Point Judith, RI

Wed. November 9, 2022 from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Montauk, NY



ATTENDANCE

PORT ATTENDANCE

Gloucester, MA 12

Portland, ME 6

Chatham, MA 10

New Bedford, MA 13

Pt Judith/Narragansett, RI 9

Montauk, NY 17

More than 60 people attended (not including speakers, staff and contractors). More than 50% were fishermen. 
Attendees also included local stakeholders, other EBFM Committee and PDT members, and NGO 
representatives



A SENSE FOR THE ROOMS…

New Bedford

Gloucester

Chatham

Montauk

Narragansett



OCEANVEST’S AUGUST ‘22 OUTREACH REPORT
POSITIVE VIEWS

• The management of groups of similar fish species makes sense to me.
• I think the current science data is better aligned with the EBFM approach than it is with the species by species approach.
• There is great value in a place-based approach
• EBFM promotes the harvesting of the more abundant species
• Embrace the disruptive, but make sure that science and the law are on your side

NEGATIVE VIEWS

• EBFM is too academic and too associated with simulation and modeling to relate to the world on the water
• I don’t want to be anyone’s test case or pilot ever again after going through Amendment 8 for the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan.
• I’m frustrated that the Council has yet to figure out the legal and jurisdictional issues necessary to move this proposal forward. 
• This is a sound, place-based, scientific approach to fishery management that will feed into a purely political body that will ultimately make decisions about this 

approach. That scares me.
• I’d rather focus on fixing the discrete issues inherent in the current  system

SKEPTICAL QUESTIONS

• I need to understand the trade-offs to form an opinion about EBFM
• It will create a new set of winners and losers, which makes change difficult. 
• Need to better understand how an EBFM approach will impact the “business” of fishing.
• How will this change/improve the stock assessment approach?
• EBFM will take a long time, and a great amount of energy and resources to move this through the Council process. Does it have the budget and the political will?



PORT BY PORT CONVERSATIONS – TONE, 
MESSAGEPORT What we Heard

Gloucester Initial skepticism, but openness to an EBFM approach.  Many thoughtful questions led 
to good discussions about how this could work. Message: focus on unintended 
consequences as you conduct the MSE and build out the framework

Portland Small, informal group with strong knowledge base of EBFM and Council process. 
Measured questions about how this could work, especially around incorporating 
predator-prey relations, and what it would take to implement this alternative system. 
Message: Be clear about management objectives and ensure adequate guardrails 
for at risk species.

Chatham Constructive discussion. Fisher-focused on how this system could provide greater 
flexibility and harvest stability in the face of a changing ocean. Message: Keep the 
Management System Simple and align the management regulations with the 
changing fish populations on Georges Bank.



WHAT WE HEARD IN PORTS (CONT.)
PORT What We Heard

New Bedford Reserved meeting. Fewer questions compared to other port meetings, although 
the end of the listening session had a robust discussion about the legality of an 
EBFM framework. Message: Need to demonstrate how EBFM is compliant with 
National Standard 1 under MSA.

Pt. Judith/Narragansett Small group of thoughtful attendees who asked strong questions and provided 
informed – and varied - input. Message: Consider not including Nantucket 
Shoals in the EPU, and opposition by some of NEFMC’s  assumption of 
management authority for species managed by the Mid Atlantic Council

Montauk Engaged fishermen expressed vocal opposition to the EBFM Framework. 
Concern that this is essentially a political “redistricting” which amounts to a 
Southern New England Fishery permit grab. Message: Focus on incremental 
improvement to the current system, and if EBFM will be pursued, apply it only 
to permitted groundfishermen fishing on Georges Bank east of the Channel



WHAT WE HEARD THAT FELT  ”DIFFERENT”
• ”Collective Voices” 

• Fatigue of ever changing regulations

• Threats from ”other” ocean issues that “backburner” the EBFM Initiative 

• Acknowledgement that change is hard, and slow, through the NEFMC

• Dissatisfaction with current regulations, but acceptance by fishermen of going with the 
“devil you know”

• Discouragement with past MSE (e.g., herring) efforts

• Geopolitical issues associated with the definition of the EPU (i.e., inclusion of Nantucket 
Shoals in the Georges Bank EPU) and access/allocation issues



WHAT WE VALIDATED (ON THE POSITIVE SIDE)

• Support for inclusion of predator-prey interactions in stock assessment and 
management process

• Agreement with managing to stock complex catch ceilings (at least for groundfish)

• Interest in this framework to reduce bycatch

• Opportunity for greater fishing flexibility and adaptive management capacity in 
response to climate change and changing GB fisheries

• Support for the harvesting of the more abundant species, with trophic level 
guardrails in place



The Process For Considering Change

We started with an idea to 
manage fisheries in a way that is 
more inclusive of the larger 
ecosystem, while providing 
fishermen flexibility in decision-
making.

We currently have a draft 
EBFM framework.

Need to develop an example that 
demonstrates the process.

We will then get feedback 
and input at stakeholder 
workshops.

Based on feedback and 
MSE, we will refine the 
process.

A modification of current plans 
to include ecosystem 
considerations

OR
A Fisheries Ecosystem Plan

OR
An EBFM strategy for NEFMC 
managed species

End result could be:

A Management Strategy 
Evaluation (MSE) will 
be conducted



LESSONS LEARNED: 
INFORMING THE DEEP DIVE WORKSHOPS

•Before hosting the deep dive workshops, it would help to:
• Answer/provide further guidance on the NS1/legality issue

• Provide access to user-friendly models to allow interested stakeholders the 
opportunity to see and explore EBFM management options



LESSONS LEARNED: 
DEEP DIVE WORKSHOPS (CONT.)

• At the workshop, key discussions might center on:
• The definition of the Georges Bank EPU 
• Scope of species covered (managed and unmanaged)
• Integration of predator-prey information into stock assessments and management
• Biomass Floors vs current choke species approach
• Permitting options
• Allocation options
• Other management objectives (e.g., next generation of fishers, seafood supply 

system)
• Transition or “pilot” approach/timeline options



LESSONS LEARNED: 
INFORMING THE PROTOTYPE MSE
Examples of stakeholder expressed management objectives or feedback that 
could be explored in the MSE process. Caveat: Don’t assume “one” user –
different ports/regions have different cultures, permits, access, and allocation 
issues.

• Explore options to ensure that ceilings and floors provide adequate protections to prevent the 
sequential depletion of most valuable or vulnerable fish species

• Be transparent and ensure diverse interests and expertise in the room when conducting the MSE

• Look at access/allocation approaches that could attract or incentivize the next generation of fishers 
and preserve diverse fishing ports.

• Explore what can and cannot be managed -- apex predators, pollution – and the management 
impact

• Explore what can and cannot be modified – scallops, lobsters, permits held by different councils, 
states



LESSONS LEARNED: 
INFORMING THE PROTOTYPE MSE (CONT.)

• Focus on evaluating how EBFM could reduce bycatch and/or increase 
value of bycatch species

• Compare current single species approach to EBFM approach and its 
impact on minimizing ecosystem risk and enhancing harvest yield, 
predictability and stability

• Build a system to set catch limits and manage fisheries in a way that 
accurately accounts for changes in stock productivity driven by 
predator/prey relationship and changing environmental conditions. 

• Assess the value of different data sources and metrics to inform 
management in an appropriate and timely way



QUESTIONS?

Expert Presenters Comments/Observations?

Council Member Questions?
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